
A physicist is the sum of 
the problems she can 

solve.

Ben Rogers



Part #1 Problem solving is knowledge 

Great physicists are not born, they are made, 
problem by problem.



..the science student, confronted with a problem, seeks 
to see it as like one or more of the exemplary problems 
he has encountered before. 

Thomas Kuhn 1977: 297



Know how to solve every problem that has been solved.

Richard Feynman
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A truck rolls down a 
hemispherical hill. At 
point A the truck 
leaves the surface of 
the hill,

Calculate the height 
of point A as a 
proportion of the 
radius of the hill.  



Motion in a circle (F=mv2/r) 
Eg → Ek
Trigonometry

Ignore friction
Ignore the energy stored in KE of the wheels.  
Suvat



Eg → Ek

trig

tansin
cos



Always ask extension questions:
● What would happen if the hill 

was on the Moon?
● What would happen if the hill 

was straight/parabolic?
● What would happen if you 

considered friction?
● What would happen if you 

considered the angular 
momentum of the wheels? 

● What would happen if you 
used a ball?

..the science student, 
confronted with a 
problem, seeks to see it 
as like one or more of 
the exemplary 
problems he has 
encountered before. 



Part #2 Why knowledge is important for problem 
solving: Cognitive Load Theory



Cognitive Load Theory
1. We solve problems using working memory.

2. Working memory can hold very little new knowledge.

3. Working memory can draw on long-term memory with very 
little effort.

4. When working memory is ‘full’, we cannot make changes to 
working memory. 

John Sweller



Schema in 
long-term 
memory

Working 
memory

External 
memory



Takeaway: reducing Cognitive Load allows more 
efficient transfer of knowledge to long-term memory.



Part #3 Reducing the Cognitive Load of a problem 
using bar-model 



... the enormous usefulness of mathematics in the 
natural sciences is something bordering on the 
mysterious and that there is no rational explanation 
for it.

Eugene Wigner



Mathematics is the language in which God has 
written the universe

Galileo Galilei





A1 = A2 + A3



What is the most common incorrect answer?

An LED is 80% efficient. If it produces 100J of light, how much 
electrical energy did it use?

A: 75J

B: 80J

C: 120J

D: 125J

TTYP
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How does this bar-model help your learners?

An LED is 80% efficient. If it produces 100J of light, how much 
electrical energy did it use?

A: 75J

B: 80J

C: 120J

D: 125J

TTYP



mass

KS2 SATs 
question

This diagram shows some parcels 
on a balance scale. Each small 
parcel is identical.

Calculate the mass of one small 
parcel, in grammes.
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mass

KS2 SATs 
question

This diagram shows some parcels 
on a balance scale. Each small 
parcel is identical.

Calculate the mass of one small 
parcel, in grammes.

large 
parcel 1.65kg

small 
parcel

small 
parcel

small 
parcel

large 
parcel 2.625kg - 1.65kg = 

0.975kg 

1.65kg

=0.975/3

=0.325kg



Calculate the weight of each small blue parcel.

1.0N
0.3N

1 blue parcel weighs 0.1N



Electricity









Applications

Calculate the reaction 
force from the table.

1
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A teacher uses a Geiger-Müller tube and a counter to measure background radiation. The reading on the 
counter tube is 34 counts per minute.

The teacher puts a source of beta radiation 15 cm in front of the same Geiger-Müller tube. The reading 
on the counter tube is now 468 counts per minute.

Calculate how much radiation detected by the Geiger-Müller tube comes from the source of beta 
radiation. 

[1 mark]

[https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/z2n8h39/revision/2]
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Feynman



A physicist is the sum of 
the problems she can 

solve.

Ben Rogers


